Lone Grave Area Trails
12/13 Dascombe Loop 4.3 miles (red arrows)
The Dascombe Loop is accessed from the Gold Country Equestrian Trail Head. The loop uses the Meyer and Dascombe
trails to create a loop that starts and ends at the GCETH. It is a meandering, mostly single track trail with a variety of non
technical features including some switch backs and mild elevation changes.
14 Pfeiffer 1.75 miles (yellow arrows)
The Pfeiffer trail is accessed across from the entrance road to the Gold Country Equestrian Trail Head and heads north and
then west parallel to Conservation Rd. It is a single track trail that has very mild elevation changes to the end at the
intersection of Madrone Spring and Cooper Rd. It connects to the Pioneer Trail on the east end and Meyer and Dascombe
near the west end.
15 Zigzag 0.85 miles (brown arrows)
The Zigzag trail connects the Dascombe trail and Rock Creek Rd. It is single track with steady elevation change incorporating
many switch backs.
2 Harmony 2.75 miles (blue arrows)
The Harmony trail is a trail from the Dascombe trail to the Pioneer trail at Harmony Ridge Market. It is a wide single track with
mild elevation changes.
13 Meyer (grey arrows)
The Meyer trail is a mostly wide single track trail with very mild elevation changes that is accessed in two directions from the
Gold Country Equestrian Trail Head. It is part of the Dascombe Loop and also connects to the Pfeiffer Trail on the west end.
0 Hoot 1.3 miles
The hoot trail is a single track that connects the Pioneer and Harmony trails and Rock Creek Road with a series of switch
backs and steady elevation change.
11 Pioneer (Lone Grave section) (green arrows)
The Pioneer trail is accessed from the Gold Country Equestrian Trail Head entrance road, then east (right) on the Pfeiffer Trail
towards Hwy 20, then turning south (right) on the Pioneer. The trail is a wide track trail with little elevation change which
connects to the Harmony Trail at Harmony Market. The Pioneer trail is a designated National Recreation Trail that roughly
follows the old pioneer route from the Grouse Ridge area to Nevada City. The complete trail is approximately 25 miles longs,
following Highway 20 then into the Grouse Ridge area long Bowman Road to Lake Spaulding.
9 Rock Creek Nature Trail
An interpretive trail for hikers only.
Tie Trails (1,2,3,4,5) Short mostly unmarked trails that tie named trails together. Think of them as short cuts.
Unofficial Trails There are several unmarked, user created trails in the Lone Grave trail system. Some of them are single
tracks, some are dirt roads. Most of them are not on the map. It is important that when following a marked trail you look for
the trail signs (arrows) when you come to an intersection. Some of the signs are on posts, many of them are on trees.

